
Good morning boys and girls,  hope you all had a pleasant weekend. Thankfully, today is stage 
1 of the reopening of our country and hopefully things will become a little easier for us all. 
Thanks again for all your wonderful work and thanks to your parents for forwarding it on. As 
always, do your best. You don't have to finish everything but do about an hour a day Monday to 
Friday. Take care and stay safe. 
Mr. H. 
Exercise; Do keep exercising every day. Now you can go up to 5 km from your home, but 
always go with an adult. Maybe a 1km jog twice this week. 
Reading: Continue to read for at least half an hour a day. A book, magazine or  the Primary 
Planet which I have sent to your parents, very interesting as always. 
Maths: Congratulations on finishing MYM! This week I want you to log on to cjfallon website, go 
to all resources, type your name and sch. Email  
office@ringakiddyns.ie 
and find figure it out 3 or 4. 
4th / chap 23 shapes and chap 24 weight 
3rd/ chap 23 length 
Wordwise3/4: Complete all unit 13 
that quiz.org    here are these week's codes 
P1NENOZ7 
Z9UXZG1M 
28ECEBSD 
Project Work; this week I want you to log on to  
scoilnetworldbook and go to worldbookkids and press the button with a balloon with kids 
underneath  and then click on important people and finally click on explorers. Then read the 
short article on Maro Polo. I want you to complete a short project on Marco Polo with lots of 
artwork and pictures. If you need more information click on the worldbook student. 
Gaeilge: Cheannaigh mamai blathanna sa siopa inniu.  
Mammy bought flowers in the shop today. With many shops reopening today compose 4 more 
sentences of your own. 
Art: if you can get to a beach pick a nice small stone, bring it home and paint it if you can. 
As always boys and girls do your best, ask an adult if stuck and your parents can contact me at 
anytime if I can be of any help to you. 
Mr H 
 

http://quiz.org/

